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Abstract

Recent development and advancement of information and communication technologies facilitate peo-

ple in different dimensions of life. Most importantly, in the healthcare industry, this has become more

and more involved with the information and communication technology-based services. One of the most

important services is monitoring of remote patients, that enables the healthcare providers to observe,

diagnose and prescribe the patients without being physically present. The advantage of miniaturization

of sensor technologies gives the flexibility of installing in, on or off the body of patients, which is capable

of forwarding physiological data wirelessly to remote servers. Such technology is named as Wireless Body

Area Network (WBAN). In this paper, WBAN architecture, communication technologies for WBAN,

challenges and different aspects of WBAN are illustrated. This paper also describes the architectural

limitations of existing WBAN communication frameworks. blueFurthermore, implementation require-

ments are presented based on IEEE 802.15.6 standard. Finally, as a source of motivation towards future

development of research incorporating Software Defined Networking (SDN), Energy Harvesting (EH)

and Blockchain technology into WBAN are also provided.

Keywords: WBAN, IEEE 802.15.6, M2M, SDN, Blockchain

2010 MSC: 00-01, 99-00

1. Introduction

Advancement in wireless communication technologies has impacted our day-to-day life in all as-

pects. In the era of Internet of Things (IoT) and Big Data, it is inevitable to experience the effect of

this advancement in the health sector. Electronic health monitoring [1], fitness monitoring [2], calorie

measurement [3], online consultation with specialists, diagnosis and remote healthcare [4] are also pos-

sible these days through exploiting various communication technologies. Among the most promising

communication technologies that enable applications to monitor human health data and post process-

ing, WBAN is considered as the prime candidate. With the fundamental characteristics of exchanging
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huge sensory data between participating nodes, this communication can also be classified as one of the

candidates of machine-to-machine (M2M) communication in the health sector [5].

M2M communication system includes different fields of applications such as automotive, health,

energy, security and surveillance, smart metering, and transportation etc. Application of M2M in

the health sector is expected to be a major market driver in the future [6]. Due to the development

in health sector, patients with many chronic diseases, such as heart diseases and stroke, find greater

physical mobility and are no longer compelled to stay in a hospital to be monitored continuously. The

necessity of hospitalization has been reduced greatly due to such improvement in health sector [7].

Healthcare system is now being supported by electronic processes and communication, which is termed

as eHealth. Furthermore, healthcare services are becoming mobile and therefore, is termed as mobile

health (mHealth) [8]. In the paradigm of telemedicine and mHealth, a relatively new and emerging

technology is WBAN. In WBAN, health-related sensors are installed near the patient’s body or on the

body or in some cases, sensors are implanted [9]. Sensors are interconnected via short-range wireless

technologies, such as ZigBee, WiFi, and Bluetooth. Thus forming WBAN. Devices such as, a mobile

phone, a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) or any other device can work as a gateway, which collects

data from the sensors and forwards this information to a remote online server, where data processing

and analysis takes place with the assistance of some medical software applications. Telecommunication

networks such as, WLAN, WiMax, LTE, LTE-A or Satellite etc. could be used as mean of communication

link between gateways.

1.1. Related Works

Over the last five years, there have been literature surveys that have attempted to highlight the key

findings regarding to the design, challenges and implementation issues of WBAN. Among these, some well

cited survey papers [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] on WBAN cover a wide range of topics i.e., WBAN

communication architecture, candidate technologies, applications in the medical and non-medical fields,

security issues of WBAN, propagation modelling, and implementation requirements etc. Movassaghi et

al. [17] identified the application of WBAN in medical and non-medical sectors and detail view of PHY

and MAC layers. In addition, the paper provided significant highlights on different routing protocols and

security along with various technical challenges pertaining to implementations. Alam et al. [15] proposed

one unique application of WBAN wearable devices which is related to safety and critical applications

in severe environments, such as oil and gas industries, refineries and many petro chemical industries.

This concept presents an inter-WBAN interactions, where WBAN coordinator works as a resourceful

device that wirelessly interconnect the body sensors to external network infrastructure utilizing WiFi

or Broadband cellular networks such as GSM, GPRS, 3G, and LTE. A comparative analysis of various

WBAN technologies and design challenges have been provided in [16]. In addition, the paper concentrates

on the radio channel modelling, minimization of energy consumption and coexistence issues in WBAN

while providing a few case studies based on the real implementation and experimentation in the field and

in simulations. In [18], similar types of discussions based on a previous literature survey is presented,

focusing on only a few medical applications and related technologies for WBAN. Analysis of coexistence
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issues and interference mitigation solutions in WBAN technologies is explained in [11]. Furthermore,

mathematical representation of coexistence issues among IEEE 802.15.6, IEEE 802.15.4 and low-power

WiFi technologies and simulation results are compared. The paper also highlights interference mitigation

solutions with a system model and definition. A link between WBAN and cognitive radio technologies is

demonstrated in [19]. Context awareness at the MAC layer, application layer and challenges are analyzed

in [12]. Specific challenges in security and privacy in WBAN for healthcare applications are discussed in

[14]. A survey based on the residential environment of WBAN based electronic healthcare (e-healthcare)

system is outlined in [10], where an architecture of e-healhcare system in a residential environment and

indicates the use of smartphone based hearlthcare application. The latest review paper [13] on WBAN

introduces programming frameworks for WBAN and focuses significantly on energy efficient routing

protocols. The paper also indicates the use of virtual reality (VR) as a futuristic vision of WBAN

and the merging of WBAN with cognitive radio technology for energy efficiency. However, all these

existing surveys limit themselves in the discussion of communication architecture, applications and a few

challenges. None of the surveys discuss the pitfalls of current architectures in dealing with management

complexities, security, reliability and so on. Moreover, we do not see any significant future direction for

research in improving communication architecture, that deals with management complexity, reliability,

security and privacy. Our survey paper therefore aims to fill this research gap.

1.2. Contribution

This review paper highlights the overall communication framework of WBAN along with M2M

architecture, classifications and applications of WBAN, including medical and non-medical applications.

A range of candidate technologies for WBAN is also presented to ensure that the survey covers all

the attempts to improve the performance of WBAN system. This study also provides a wide range of

challenges in WBAN and some ongoing work is required to cope with the challenges. In more concrete

points, the contributions of this study are the following:

• The limitations of current WBAN architecture have been identified, which includes the issues of

management complexities, vendor dependencies, static WBAN, network reconfiguration, resource

utilization, and security. Moreover, a taxonomy is presented on the basis of various medical and

non-medical applications of WBAN projects.

• A comprehensive overview, in particular, important characteristics of the candidate technologies

for WBAN and a special focus on the latest WBAN standard IEEE 802.15.6 has been presented

to provide a deep technical overview of the state-of-the-art technologies in WBANs. In addition,

an in-depth analysis on different implementation challenges and related works to address existing

challenges has been critically examined.

• A future research direction involving SDN based WBAN to deal with management complexities

and security issues has been presented in this paper. In addition, the impacts of integrating

blockchain and EH technologies into WBAN to enhance energy efficiency and security have been
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Figure 1: Structure of WBAN Study

investigated and critical challenges in implementing these emerging technologies to WBAN have

also been identified.

1.3. Structure of the Paper

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief background on WBAN architecture,

M2M architecture, limitations of current WBAN architectures and key differences between Wireless

Sensor Network (WSN) and WBAN. Section 3 outlines the major WBAN applications and section 4

provides an overview of the challenges in WBAN. A list of candidate technologies for implementing

WBAN, characteristics of different technologies and guidelines for implementations are explained in

section 5. In section 6, we indicate future directions of research integrating SDN, Blockchain and EH in

WBAN. The concluding remarks are provided in section 7. Figure 1 provides a pictorial representation

of the structure of this paper.

2. Background

The number of patients effected with chronic diseases are increasing day by day. These patients are

continually readmitted in hospital and healthcare centers, which require significant medical attention.

To treat patients efficiently, smart healthcare systems are continuously improving. One such area of

improvement is WBAN where different health related applications are used. The primary requirement

for developing smart health related application using WBAN, would demand autonomous and self-

organizing capabilities of interconnecting devices. A detailed overview of WBAN is presented in the

next sub-section.

2.1. Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN)

WBAN is a collection of multiple sensors attached to or in the body, which are used to receive different

physical parameters, such as body temperature, blood sugar level, heart rate, pulse rate, respiratory

measurement and even the amount of calories, burnt after exercise etc. WBAN is not only used in
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Figure 2: WBAN Architecture for medical and non-medical Applications

medical applications, but is also in multimedia and gaming applications. Sensor nodes can be placed in

different topologies such as a star, mesh or tree. However, it does depend on the types of application

and most of the cases it follows star topology where the nodes are connected to a central coordinator.

A detailed architecture of WBAN based on [20] is presented in Figure 2, which consists of three levels.

In level 1, different body sensors are attached to the human body which eventually send data to an

aggregator, where the classification of traffic takes place. After the classification in level 2, a network

coordinator communicates with the base-station. Level 3 contains a few base-stations that keep patients’

physiological data and the healthcare service providers supply necessary diagnostic recommendations

based on that data.

WBAN uses different technologies for data transmissions such as Wireless Medical Telemetry Ser-

vices (WMTS), unlicensed Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) (2.4-2.4835 GHz), Ultra-wideband

(UWB) and Medical Implant Communication Services (MICS). Depending on the type of services, these

technologies are employed, due to the fact that some of the applications might require high data rates

while some are satisfied with low data rates. For example, restricted WMTS (14 MHz) cannot support

video nor voice transmission. Instead, 2.4 GHz ISM band could be used. However, it causes adjacent

channel interference since Bluetooth, ZigBee, Wi-Fi also uses this band. For implant sensor applica-

tion an allocated band is MICS (402-405MHz) [20]. Some of the wireless technologies used in medical

monitoring are listed in Table 1.

WBAN traffic can be categorized into three types such as on-demand traffic, emergency traffic, and

normal traffic (as shown in Figure 2). On-demand traffic is requested by the physicians for diagnostic

measurement. Emergency traffic is sent when a patient’s condition surpasses to a predefined threshold

value. For instance, in the case of blood pressure threshold (set by physician), the monitoring device

observes that when the blood pressure is below the threshold, the corresponding node would trigger

an emergency alarm informing the practitioner to take necessary action. However, this kind of traffic

is not generally the case, but is rather unpredictable. Normal traffic refers regular monitoring the

condition of the patient after a certain interval. Example of normal traffic could be the diagnosis of the

gastrointestinal tract, neurological disorder, cancer detection, handicap rehabilitation and most serious

heart diseases. The coordinator is in charge of processing and sending the data to telemedicine and
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Table 1: Wireless Technologies in Medical Monitoring

MICS WMTS IEEE

802.15.6

(UWB)

IEEE

802.15.4

(ZigBee)

IEEE 802.1

(Bluetooth)

WLANs

(802.11b/g)

Frequency

band
402-405 MHz

608-614,

1395-1400,

1429-1432 MHz

3-10 GHz

2.4 GHz

(868/915

MHz

Eur./US)

2.4 GHz 2.4 GHz

Bandwidth 3 MHz 6 MHz >500 MHz 5 MHz 1 MHz 20 MHz

Data Rate 19 or 76 Kbps 76 Kbps
850 Kbps-

20 Mbps

250 Kbps

(2.4 GHz)
721 Kbps >11 Mbps

Multiple

Access

CSMA/CA,

Polling

CSMA/CA,

Polling
Not defined CSMA/CA

FHSS

/GFSK

OFDMA,

CSMA/CA

Transmission

Power

-16 dBm

(25W)

10 dBm

and <1.8 dBm
-41 dBm 0 dBm 4.20 dBm 24 dBm

Range 0-10 m >100 m 1.2 m 0-10 m 10-100 m 0-100 m

medical servers for further treatment or recommendations. If necessary, the coordinator might use a

wake-up radio circuit to respond to the emergency.

2.2. M2M Architecture

As an emerging technology, M2M communication includes autonomous and self-organizing capabili-

ties of interconnecting devices. One of the best features of this technology is monitoring, while controlling

the devices remotely [21]. The capability of remote monitoring has aided expansion of the horizon of

M2M in diverse fields, including industrial automation, security and surveillance, smart metering, energy

management, transportation, and healthcare. Among these, the healthcare is expected to be a major

M2M market driver. Figure 3 [22] illustrates a simple architecture of the M2M system for healthcare

applications.

The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) proposed three important domains

for M2M architecture; i) the M2M device domain where the M2M devices communicate with a gateway

through short-range area networks; ii) the network domain that connects the gateway to the applications

through long-range access and core communication networks; iii) the application domain where various

application services are defined based on different use cases.

M2M devices or WBAN sensors/actuators are installed in the vicinity of a patient’s body or on the

body (wearable) or implanted internally. The resource constrained sensors are capable of transmitting

data autonomously or when data is requested. Each device is embedded with wireless communication

functions, which enables them to connect to a short-range communication network. The M2M area

network interconnects WBAN sensors to the M2M gateway. This M2M network employs different

technologies such as ZigBee, IEEE 802.15.6, Bluetooth and Bluetooth Low energy. The M2M gateway

works as proxy between the M2M devices and the network domain. In reality, a gateway should be a

portable device which has the interfaces of radio communication technology. Mobile phone, PDA or

smart watches can be used as a gateway. The M2M communication part connects the M2M gateway to
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Figure 3: M2M architecture for wireless connectivity in mHealth scenarios

the Internet, which then connects to the application server. This communication part utilizes traditional

wireless communication technologies, for instance, Long-term Evolution (LTE), WiMAX and IEEE

802.11 WLAN. The application domain receives the data and processes accordingly with the help of

specific software [23].

2.3. Limitations of existing WBAN Architectures

The architecture of WBAN and M2M architecture for mHealth scenarios look intuitive, however,

there are still some pitfalls. Many researches have been conducted aiming to solve the common challenges

based on WSN. However, there still remains a research gap which is due to the limitations of existing

WBAN architecture. One of the important pitfalls of the current architecture is the dependency on the

vendors. Body sensors from vendors support only the vendor specific platforms. Therefore, a WBAN

comprising of sensors from multi-vendors is difficult of manage and operate since they do not interoperate

with each other [24]. It creates the management and operational complexities and also leads to the issue

of network reconfigurability. In the case of installing sensors node of different vendors other than the

existing one, it would cause a hindrance to the seamlessness of the network, which is undesirable for a

robust network. One real life examples is stated in [25]. In Nagoa City University Hospital, an individual

network was constructed and any changes in the network settings, caused the whole network to stop

and required fixing. This resulted in a management complexity and required a lot of effort.

Static nature of WBAN architecture requires a lengthy process to get updated since the application

and infrastructure are closely coupled [26]. Moreover, mobility is an important issue to be dealt with

in WBAN, where patients should be able to roam around at all times. Due to this mobility, packet loss

and error rate increases [27] which is still a challenging issue to be solved efficiently in the architecture

of WBAN.
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Integration of current architecture of WBAN with cloud is difficult and complex both economically

and technically. In addition, due to the detection capability of normal and abnormal events, data

transmission rate of the sensors changes abruptly. Changes in the data volume over time lead to load

imbalance in storing data and processing at back-end servers [28].

Existing architecture of WBAN fails to utilize the resources efficiently. Due to the fact of embedded

control logic in hardware, resource utilization cannot be controlled dynamically [26]. Consequently,

sensors end up transmitting unnecessary readings even when the data is not needed. As a result, this

causes an unnecessary waste of bandwidth and most significantly makes the system less energy efficient.

Security and privacy is an important factor in WBAN since it involves a patient’s personal health

data. Dealing with huge data tends to be complex at times and thus, the system becomes vulnerable

to cybercrime [29, 30]. A strict and scalable system is still a big concern for WBANs in terms of data

confidentiality, authenticity, integrity and effective management of the network [31].

2.4. Difference Between WSN and WBAN

Although the task of both general wireless and body sensor are to sense and send data, but the

technical differences are in the implementation scenarios and use cases. It is important to realize the key

differences between WSN and WBAN. Both WSN and WBAN applications have different requirements

and challenges. Typically, WSN does not tackle the specific challenges related to the monitoring of health,

where the prime focus of the WBAN is to reliably monitor the patient’s health activities. Therefore,

the number of sensor nodes deployed for WBAN depends on different factors, such as physiological

parameters dependent and it should be scalable when they are needed for application. On the contrary, in

WSN, nodes are typically deployed in a place where human access is limited or is challenging. Sometimes

redundant nodes are deployed as a backup in case of some nodes dysfunction. Protocols supported by

wireless sensor nodes and body sensor nodes are different in terms of distances to be covered, mobility,

and electromagnetic transmission etc. Specially, in WBAN low power transmission is used, since it

is concerned with the human health issues [32]. WBAN may occur in a more periodic manner and

stable data rate unless emergency event occurs. On the other hand, WSN is employed for event-based

monitoring that takes place at an irregular interval [33]. Strict security and privacy is maintained in

terms of body sensor implementation while security and privacy in terms of wireless sensors could be a

bit relaxed in some applications. One of the important issues in both wireless and body sensor is the

energy efficiency. WBAN devices need to be very energy efficient as they have very small form factor

which is frequently less than 1 cm3 [34]. Moreover, for implanted devices, changing the battery is a

tough job, which requires high-cost surgery. Therefore, it is expected that the battery should have a

long lifetime, that is up to several years or even decades.

3. WBAN APPLICATIONS

There are several applications of WBAN, which includes medical and non-medical applications. A

summary of WBAN applications along with the required parameters are presented in Table 2 [35].
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Table 2: Wireless technologies in medical monitoring

Application Type Sensor Node Data rate Duty Cy-

cle (per

device)

Power Con-

sumption

QoS (Sen-

sitivity to

Latency)

Privacy

In-body

Applications

Glucose Sensor

Pacemaker

Endoscope

Capsule

Few Kbps

Few Kbps

>2Mbps

<1%

<1%

<50%

Extremely Low

Low

Low

Yes

Yes

Yes

High

High

Medium

On-body medical

Applications

ECG

SpO2

Blood pressure

3 Kbps

32 bps

<10bps

<10%

<1%

<1%

Low

Low

High

Yes

Yes

Yes

High

High

High

On-body non-

Medical

Applications

Music for Headset

Forgotten Things

Monitor

Social Networking

1.4 Mbps

256 Kbps

<200Kbps

High

Medium

<1%

Relatively High

Low

Low

Yes

No

Low

Low

Low

High

Off-body Applica-

tions

Motion Sensor 35 Kbps - - - Low

Wearable Sensor

Non-Medical

WBAN Applications

Medical

Wearable

Implant

Remote 
Monitoring

Fat 
Muscle

Skin

Implanted Sensor

Figure 4: Classification of WBAN

WBAN can further be classified into three categories as depicted in Figure 4.

3.1. Medical Applications

From the perspective of medical applications, based on the usage of devices in applications, there

are wearable, implant and remote monitoring devices category. We briefly explain all these categories

of Medical Applications in this sub-section.

• Wearable WBAN- These WBAN devices are normally attached on the body surfaces using

straps. Some of the examples of wearable WBAN applications are discussed below:

The activity of the soldiers can be monitored using WBAN applications in the battlefield. Using

GPS enabled devices or camera, it is possible to monitor from a central station and maintain a

secure communication. In the cases of preventing ambushes, a secure communication should exist

[20].
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Individual sports and the level of performance can be observed using WBAN. A personal trainer

can follow up the performance level of the athletes, which can be received from the wearable devices

attached to an athlete’s body. In addition, real-time feedback through this application would lead

to the performance improvement and assist to avoid injuries at times [36].

Sleep is an important activity in our daily life. Sleeping disorder eventually affects the productivity

at workplace. It is not only in workplace, but also it causes many diseases, such as cardiovascular

diseases, dizziness while driving and even loss of appetite. Therefore, monitoring the sleeping

pattern of a patient has gained huge attention in the recent days. Polysomnography test is used to

analyze the sleeping disorder through the analysis of a number of bio-potentials recorded overnight

in a sleep laboratory. In such kind of test, it requires the use of a lot of cables that makes the

patient uncomfortable and even causes more disturbances during sleep. WBANs are capable of

delocalizing and removing the necessity of cables [37].

Millions of people are suffering from asthma. WBAN can be used to monitor allergic agents in the

air and provide real-time feedback to the physicians. A GPS-based device is proposed in [38] that

monitors the environmental factors and triggers an alarm in the case of detecting an environment,

where the patient is allergic to.

Real-time health monitoring service is available as a part of WBAN application. For example,

patient rehabilitation (framework as shown in Figure 5 [20]) center can be monitored using WBAN

framework. As Figure 5 depicts, patients can be monitored for long time and physiological data can

be forwarded to the cloud in real time basis. On the other hand, a panel of doctors or physicians

can monitor patients’ activity through video conferencing or through real time database updates.

• Implant WBAN- These WBAN devices are normally implanted in the body. Some of the

examples of implant WBAN applications are discussed below:

According to the global report on diabetes [39], the number of diabetes patients increased to

422 million since 1980. In Australia, around 1.7 million people have diabetes and more than

100,000 Australians have been diagnosed with diabetes [40]. Different sorts of complications may

arise due to this disease, such as heart attack, stroke, blindness, kidney failure and lower limb

amputation. A regular monitoring by WBAN would lower the severity of diabetes and therefore

keep it under control. Gluecocellphone technology, which is used with diabetes patients to provide

glucose measurement and forward the readings to the doctors for further analysis [36].

Cardiovascular diseases are one of the major causes of death. It can be monitored through WBAN

technology. Myocardial Infraction (MI) can be monitored periodically and therefore brings it to

considerably at lower risk. WBAN technology can be applied to monitor various abnormalities of

physical health [17].

It is predicted that global cancer rate could increase by 50% to 15 million by 2020 [41]. By

monitoring cancer cells through WBAN based sensors, doctors can extract important data related

to cancer detection and continue to diagnose tumors without biopsy, which would lead to the

10
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Figure 5: Real-time telemedicine monitoring system for patient rehabilitation

optimum analysis and treatment [17]. More about implant communication technologies of WBAN

could be found in [42].

• Remote Monitoring- Seamless Internet connectivity of WBAN allows to keep track of the vital

signals of a patient’s body and provides real-time feedback on the healing process. To be specific,

WBAN sensors are capable of sensing heart rate, body temperature, pulse rate, respiration rate,

blood pressure, and othe important physiological parameters. These sensors are continuously or

periodically monitoring the patients’ health condition and sending data to the doctors. Therefore,

doctors find it easy to follow up and provide remote assistance either by video conferencing or

phone call.

3.2. Non-Medical Applications of WBAN

WBAN is not only used in medical applications, but also used in various non-medical applications.

Few examples of non-medical application of WBAN are described below:

• Fitness, Performances and Wellness Monitoring: In the recent days, many devices are being

used for physical fitness and wellness. These devices are keeping a record of physical activities

and performances. For example, Tomtom smart watch is capable of keeping track of how much

calorie is burnt after a certain distance of jogging. Likewise, in a gym, trainer can keep the records

about a trainee’s fitness condition and follow up with the next level of activities. It is possible

to use WBAN sensors, which can be attached to the individuals and then analyze the sensory

data. WBAN sensors can be deployed in corporate offices as well to monitor the performances

of employees and keep them satisfied, active and productive. For instance, Hitachi’s Business
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microscope monitors face-to-face communications of the office workers by WBAN wore around the

neck in the format of a nametag. This device is capable of sending data regarding workers body

movements, voice level, ambient lighting and air temperature. This information is used by the

manager to improve work environment, which leads to the better satisfaction and productivity

[12].

• Entertainment Applications: In social networking and gaming applications, WBAN can be

used. It can be used in virtual reality and in gaming. Hand gestures or body movement, personal

item tracking, and exchanging business card are some of the examples [17].

• Emergency: In the case of fire spread in household, smoke detectors can trigger fire alarm.

However, for the deaf elderly people, it is impossible to sense the fire. Using WBAN sensor it is

possible to sense the seriousness of the situation and therefore stay safe. Not also in household,

but also in industries, which are vulnerable to the fire or poisonous gas, WBAN sensors (off body)

can play an important role to save the workplace and life even.

• Authentication: For secure authentication purposes, WBAN application can be used. This

utilizes the biometric parameters, such as fingerprint, face detection, palm print, hand geometry,

iris recognition, retina, and odor. Biometric signals, such as ECG, EEG and electrodermal activity

(EDA) provide unique biometric signatures, which are tough to steal, copy, forge or lose. This

scheme is commonly known as ‘Cognitive Biometrics’. Future Attribute Screening Technology

(FAST) is an example of such technology, which is used by United States of America Department

of Homeland Security. The FAST system uses bio-signals collected through off-body sensors,

such as heart and respiration rate, facial skin temperature, voice pitch, pupil dilation and body

movement [12].

A taxonomy of medical and non-medical applications is given in Table 3 and Table 4.

4. CHALLENGES IN WBAN

WBAN is an emerging technology and facing so many challenges when it comes to the phase of

implementation. The challenges include technical, ethical and non-technical challenge. Some of the

important challenges are discussed below.

4.1. Heterogeneous Devices and Traffic

WBAN is heterogeneous in nature. Different kinds of sensors and actuators are in the network.

Therefore, measurements and data types are also different. Some of the applications require real-time

data while some are satisfied with periodic measurements. Furthermore, there are priority and non-

priority data as well. Therefore, data types ranging from real-time audio to video content and continuous

signals, such as ECG and EMG, should be supported by WBAN.

MAC protocols for WBAN should play an important role in this context. Different activities, such

as movement, posture of body, and changes of environment etc., lead to a sudden change in the data
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context. Thus, dynamic resource allocation technique should be supported by MAC protocol. WBAN

MAC protocol with fixed slot allocation fails to fulfill the demand of heterogeneous and dynamic traffic

of WBAN. Some attempts have been taken to deal with context-aware WBAN. For emergency response,

an alarm is supported in [90], but it works only when no other node is scheduled to perform data transfer.

Use of wake-up signal or wake up radio is used in [91] to switch the node from sleep to active state.

However, addition of wake-up circuit makes the hardware implementation complex and costly. In [92],

another attempt to support context-aware WBAN is taken, which again lacks the computational ability

to analyze the context. A more recent work on the simulation based WBAN MAC can be found in

[93] where it is suggested to use hybrid MAC protocols in cases of emergency data. However, this is

challenging in case of implementing in heterogeneous applications.

4.2. Energy Efficiency

One of the most important challenges in implementing WBAN is energy efficiency issue. Since the

WBAN sensors are supported by small battery, lifetime of the battery is an essential thing to bear in

mind. WBAN devices, which are wearable sensors, are easy to replace. However, in the case of implanted

sensors, changing the battery might even require a major surgery and thus costly. Implementing energy

efficient WBAN could be possible by improving PHY and MAC layers design, efficient hop system (single

hop or multihop) or by having an adaptive duty cycle.

In [94], TDMA based MAC protocol for a multi-tier architecture for WBAN has been proposed. This

proposal includes sensor nodes in the first tier and a set of master nodes in the second tier and finally, an

observation station in the third tier. Master nodes collect the data from the sensor nodes and forward

to the monitoring station. The limitation of this proposal is that, it is based on stationary network.

Challenge remains when there is movement of the patient and thereby distances between sensor nodes

and master nodes vary. Consequently, nodes adjust the transmission power, which makes the system

less energy efficient. Authors in [95] discussed energy efficiency in terms of derived path loss model on

the human body. It is shown that single hop communication in WBAN is inefficient since nodes are

located far away from the sink. Again, the issue of line of sight and non-line of sight exists as well. In

the case of transmitter residing at the back, while the receiver is at the front, incurs more path loss. In

such cases, multihop WBAN is more advantageous than single hop.

Since different standards are used in WBAN, energy efficiency is different accordingly. IEEE 802.15.6

consumes more energy than IEEE 802.15.4. In the case of IEEE802.15.6 carrier senses the channel and

back-off counter decreases its count based on sense. However, in IEEE 802.15.4 back-off counter value

goes to zero after only two sensing phases. Despite of this disadvantage in IEEE 802.15.6, successful

packet transmission is higher than IEEE 802.15.4. Ultimately, this leaves us with two choices, whether

we want reliability or energy efficiency.

Sources of energy inefficiency are discussed in literature [96], which includes collisions, over hearing,

idle listening, and resource allocation techniques etc. Energy efficiency by proper resource allocation

has been discussed in [97]. The proposed methodology employs the Global Energy Minimization (GEM)

scheme in order for optimization. By allocating proper time and power, energy efficiency problem is
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formulated. Network lifetime maximization and GEM schemes have been compared with uniform time

allocation (UTA). However, in this proposal, energy consumption while nodes are asleep has been ignored

due to low consumption of energy.

A TDMA based MAC protocol named BODYMAC is proposed in [98], where main purpose is to

reduce packet collision by switching radio state. It used flexible bandwidth management with the

help of its superframe structure, where a synchronization beacon in the downlink part is allocated

for transmission from coordinator and the uplink part is used for packet transmission from nodes to

the coordinator. Uplink part is partitioned in two parts, such as Contention Access Part (CAP) and

Contention Free Part (CFP). In CAP, nodes inform the coordinator for the required bandwidth and in

CFP part, coordinator grants time slot for the nodes to transmit. In order to support BODYMAC, an

efficient sleep mode scheme is also proposed. The sleep mode is initiated by turning the radio transmitter

off, where the coordinator responds to the sleep request during CAP period.

4.3. Environmental Challenges

WBANs experience path losses due to many reasons, such as postural body movement, node mobility,

environmental obstacles, and absorption through body tissue. In fact, many of these problems can be

answered by creating multi-hop links with installing sensors at the significant points. However, this

will lead to a change in the operational condition of the network, which will cause interferences and

the consequences will be error-prone and incomplete sensor data reception [17]. In addition, due to the

strict health science regulations, designing WBAN is a crucial issue. Because, in implant or wearable

sensors, antenna shape, size and material used should be in accordance with the constraints followed by

healthcare facilities. More about design restrictions in size and shape according to organ and location

can be found in [99, 100, 101]. To illustrate, the length of urethra valve is restricted to a diameter

of 4mm-6mm and it has to be replaced at a regular interval without surgery. This means that a path

antenna, monopole or dipole antenna are difficult to use. In this situation, the alternative solution would

be using a helical antenna integrated into the shape of a valve implant [102].

4.4. Security, Authentication, and Privacy

It is indispensable to make WBAN communication very secure to maintain data confidentiality,

meaning transmitted information from the WBAN should be accessed only by authorized entities and

confirm the authenticity of incoming data. Eavesdropping or false alarm or injection of incorrect data

may lead to serious consequences, such as a patient’s death. Therefore, security in WBAN should be dealt

at different layers e.g., physical, MAC, and network layers [20]. However, implementation of security

measures incurs extra overheads and also makes the system less energy efficient. Therefore, in [103],

a lightweight security scheme based security is proposed for WBAN, where a lightweight biometric

technique is used to authenticate messages in WBAN. In a lightweight biometric technique, a key

agreement scheme permits key sharing between WBAN nodes with low overheads. This analysis is proved

to be energy efficient. Different authentication methods, for instance, human faces, hand features, and

EEG signals are being used in WBAN and continuous improvement is going on both in academia and
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industry. An ideal way to provide authentication is to use distinguishable human body characteristics.

This is complex and challenging when patients connected to one WBAN reach to the proximity of

another WBAN. Therefore, it is important to identify which network a patient belongs to. In [104],

authors addressed the issue as node identification from the biometrics point of view. According to [105],

security in WBAN could be improved by establishing trust between nodes in the network. An attack

resistant and lightweight trust management protocol is proposed in [106]. According to this proposal,

the experimental outcoumes of this paper proved that network performance improves and protects the

network from malicious behaviors.

4.5. Bio-Compatibility

In the context of WSN applications, bio-compatibility is not a big issue. However, for WBAN

applications, especially in the case of implant sensors, bio-compatibility is an important issue to deal

with. Due to the implanted sensors underneath the skin or any other part of the body, body tissues show

a reaction. This reaction is known as bio-fouling, which refers to accumulation of proteins, cells and

other unwanted bio-materials on the body surface. Bio-fouling could be the reason for degradation of

sensor current and thus may lead to sensor failure [107]. To alleviate the effect of bio-fouling using nine

sensors has been discussed in [108]. Another analysis related to bio-compatibility, has been discussed

in [102], which identifies two factors for the body’s reaction e.g., mechanical and chemical disruption.

Mechanical disruption might cause tissue distortion and occlusion of blood vessels. A blunt and rounded

shape of sensors could be used to lessen tissue distortion.

4.6. Quality of Service (QoS)

Quality of Service (QoS) is an important issue in WBAN and it is different from WSN applications.

QoS in WSN cannot be directly implied to WBAN since QoS depends on the sensitivity of the appli-

cations and the nature of transported data. Hence, depending on the applications, QoS is different in

WBAN. For critical patients monitoring systems require instant delivery of data, otherwise; delay causes

catastrophic situations [109]. According to the authors of [110], it is difficult to set the QoS for a dis-

tributed healthcare system due to the unpredictable nature of the WBAN environment. Traditionally,

QoS includes latency, transmission power, reliability, and bandwidth reservation. According to [110], to

support QoS in WBAN, the following factors need to be considered.

• Resource Limitations: Resources such as battery power, available bandwidth, transmission

power, buffer size, and processing capacity are important constraints for any sensor node applica-

tion. Traditional QoS of routing and MAC protocols are not appropriate for WBAN.

• Unpredictable and Heterogeneous Traffic: In WSN applications, generally there is periodic

traffic and it is easy to define QoS for such applications. However, WBAN experiences different

levels of traffic such as no traffic, data burst and sometimes different loads of traffic due to different

types of applications in WBAN. This heterogeneous traffic makes QoS support and requirement

more complex and challenging.
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• Network Instability and Dynamics: WBAN may comprise of both stationary and mobile

nodes. In addition, some nodes could be in active state whereas some others may stay as inactive

for a certain period of time. Apart from these, link failures and power failures are very common

in WBAN and therefore, a stable network may become unstable frequently. Routing and medium

access become challenging in such unstable conditions.

• Energy Balance: Management of energy sources is very important and energy load should be

distributed evenly among all sensor nodes and devices.

• Data Redundancy and Criticality: It is important to avoid redundant data and hence, save

energy. Techniques to avoid redundant data could be data aggregation, but it complicates the

network design. Again, not all data are of same importance. Therefore, there should be a QoS

mechanism to prioritize emergency data.

According to [111], three components could be used to satisfy QoS in WBAN. These are: i) an

asymmetric architecture, in which most of the processing is done on the central node, ii) a virtual

MAC that allows it to schedule wireless resources regardless of the MAC protocol used, iii) an adaptive

resource scheduler that schedules the remaining bandwidth to fulfill QoS requirements in the case of

channel failure due to RF interference because of patient movement.

4.7. Interference and Coexistence

Interference and Coexistence is an unavoidable issue that requires a sincere attention. According to

the WBAN standard IEEE 802.15.6 [112], up to 256 nodes should be supported per body in WBAN and

the coexistence of up to 10 WBANs in 6x6x6 meters, which is very challenging due to the proximity of

nodes. Most importantly, there will be interference, while WBAN is surrounded by the other technologies

that operate at the same frequency as WBAN. For example, 2.4 GHz band ZigBee based WBAN

experiences interference from Bluetooth, IEEE 802.15.6, and WiFi networks. Some simulations based

studies to analyze interference and coexistence scenarios, have been performed in [113, 114] with some

wearable sensors. Interference between nodes belonging to the same WBAN were viewed in [113] and

interference between nodes of different WBANs was investigated in [114]. Simulation results concluded

that interference occurs due to the absence of synchronization between nodes, which creates collisions

with nearby nodes. Coexistence experience with IEEE 802.11 b/g was investigated in [115, 116]. In

[115], two nodes were used to form a WBAN and attached to right arm and right shin of a person.

While conducting the experiment, the person was on the move. It was found that 16 channels of ZigBee

were affected with high transmission power of nearby WiFi access points. There was high Packet Loss

Ratio (PLR) despite having ZigBee center frequency far from active WiFi stations. However, there are

very few works on the implementation of the latest standard pertaining to the comparison of coexistence

and interference issues with the existing technologies. In [117] a simulated environment, including five

WBAN nodes on a human body, two WiFi nodes, and five ZigBee nodes was set in a room. The

channel model used in the simulation included the effect of body propagation and movement. It was
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found that with the Minimum Shift Keying (MSK) modulation technique, the MAC of IEEE 802.15.6

performs better than the MAC of ZigBee network. The modified MSK and Gaussian MSK had similar

performance in terms of PLR despite the interference. In fact, it was found that IEEE 802.15.6 MAC

shows better performance than MAC of IEEE 802.15.4, but consumes more energy due to the longer

sensing period.

4.8. Hardware Design

One of the important tasks is to design the proper hardware for WBAN. More specifically, the design

of the sensor node, which is attached or implanted in the human body. Therefore, the design of the

node has to be compliant with the nature of human body tissue. In addition, the design of the antenna

is very crucial. Again, the design of an implanted antenna depends on the location and organ, which

put a restriction on the designer. The size, material and shape of the antenna needs to be compatible

with human tissue and the RF environment. The challenges of antenna design, such as, antenna gain,

polarization, sensitivity and ability to connect with the access point for non-line of sight position are

very important. At present, UWB technologies have gained significant interest of researchers since they

increase SNR levels at the receiver.

4.9. Rules of Engagement

Defining rules of engagement or in other words creating a WBAN, which would meet the requirement

of patients, is challenging. According to [118], three points should be taken into account while forming

WBAN: i) the environment within which the WBAN nodes can function, ii) which devices are allowed to

cooperate or which are not, iii) how device information can be used. Once WBAN is formed, the devices

should be able to interchange data, negotiate security parameters, perform data sampling, associate

nodes, remove sensors, and change sensor’s operational mode and so on. Any changes in the network

should be recorded and shared among the other associated devices. In addition, local device registries

should be updated once there is some sort of change.

4.10. Wireless Propagation Characteristics

Wireless propagation plays a vital role in communication between nodes. Since nodes are attached

to the body, mobility of the patients affects the wave propagation and sometimes devices attached to the

back of body experience a shadowing effect. In addition, nodes need to deal with dynamic environments

such as twisting, running and multipath propagation. In the case of implanted devices, the position

of the device has an effect on the wave propagation. Therefore, it is necessary to have an accurate

propagation model that will aid the scientist to predict the impact of realistic channels on network

level performance. This will help to design more effective WBAN architecture and routing algorithms.

Recently, the use of UWB channel models for body area network has grown interest. Many simulations

and experimental approaches are being studied in order to find a proper channel model. There are few

literatures regarding the channel model for WBAN. However, there is no general channel model that

can be used comprehensively irrespective of gender, age and applications. In [119], author performed an
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experiment for in-body communications within the frequency range of 2.36-2.5 GHz. In this experiment,

a phantom based radio propagation study was performed, where experimental set up includes Vector

Network Analyzer (VNA), styrofoam container, phantom aqueous solution and coaxial cable. Insulated

dipole antenna and free space coax-fed helical antenna were used for in-body and off-body measurement,

respectively. This is a practical approach to model WBAN channel; however, authentic path loss data

were not provided, and results were presented only for human muscle tissue. Also no latter work was

done to validate the path loss model. An attempt was made to develop WBAN channel model for capsule

endoscopy in [120]. An electromagnetic simulation software named SEMCAD was used to model path

loss between implant nodes and coordinator. In this case operating frequency was 403.5 MHz, which

is defined in the standard IEEE 802.15.6 for Medical Implant Communication Service (MICS) band.

However, the study lacks experimental validation. Frequency and distance dependent path loss model

was investigated in [121]. In this case, a human body model was used in ANSYS HFSS (High Frequency

Structural Simulator). Investigation was performed for wide frequency range i.e., from 10 Hz to 100

GHz. The path loss model obtained from this experiment does not accurately represent the real WBAN

case since the measurement performed beyond the defined frequency standard of WBAN. Some other

investigations [122, 123] were performed to find out the path loss model for in body communication in

homogeneous human muscle tissue, brain, fat and skin. However, it is significant to validate the previous

path loss model through simulation and experiment.

4.11. Overheating

Since the WBAN sensors are sometimes attached directly to the human skin, overheating of the

sensors is crucial factor. Usually, overheating origins from the radiation of antenna during data trans-

mission. This may cause damage to heat sensitive human body tissue [124, 125]. In addition, the routing

protocols used in WBAN plays prime role in temperature rise of the sensors which ultimately causes

discomfort and damages of tissues. Therefore, the issue of overheating should be kept in mind while

designing routing protocols [126]. Electric and electromagnetic radiation causes temperature rise in the

sensor devices which leads the tissue to absorb a part of the temperature. The effect of temperature rise

and specific absorption ratio is discussed in [127]. There have been few researches to avoid overheating

problem due to routing protocols. To deal with the overheating issue of implanted nodes, Temperature

Aware Routing Algorithm (TARA) was proposed which works based on some threshold temperature to

find appropriate routes. However, this protocol suffers from high end-to-end delay and also less energy

efficient[128]. Least Temperature Rise (LTR) aims to rectify the problems encountered by TARA. LTR

works by selecting the nodes with least temperature [129]. An improved version of LTR, Adaptive Least

Temperature Rise (ALTR) utilizes proactive delay technique to reduce the temperature of the nodes and

follow that route [130]. Although these routing protocols try to avoid overheating nodes to route the

packets, the reliability is compromised in most cases. Therefore, temperature aware routing protocols

also need to adhere with the stringent constraints of WBAN.
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5. WBAN Communication Technologies

WBAN supports a number of short-range technologies to communicate with the gateway, for instance,

Bluetooth, Bluetooth Low Energy, ZigBee, and IEEE 802.15.6. All of these short-range communication

technologies possess a variety of characteristics and support different operating frequency and networking

topologies. A summary of the characteristics of the wireless technologies used in WBAN are provided

in Table 6. Gateway to server communication utilizes long-range communication technologies such

as, WiMax, LTE, and LTE-Advance. In this section, we focus on a number of short-range candidate

technologies for WBAN only. In addition, we provide an implementation guideline for WBAN based on

the latest IEEE 802.15.6 standard.

5.1. Bluetooth

Bluetooth technology is designed for short-range communication with high data rates. It operates in

79 channels of each 1 MHz. As a short-range technology, Bluetooth is a good choice to be implemented in

WBAN. However, Bluetooth consumes high energy, and therefore not suitable for WBAN applications.

Bluetooth operates in 2.4 GHz frequency band and the typical operating range is 10-100 m. This

technology works like a star topology, where a master and seven slaves form the network. The master

node provides clock and frequency hopping patterns. Nonetheless, the limitation is, involving seven

active slaves only, which puts a threshold on the maximum number of nodes to be used in WBAN

network. In the early 2000s, a WBAN project named MOBI Health used Bluetooth technology to

transmit sensor data from a front-end device to a mobile phone or PDA [131].

5.2. Bluetooth Low Energy

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is also known as Bluetooth 4.0. It was previously called Bluetooth

Low-End Extension (LEE) and later Wibree. It is designed to operate with low power consumption,

provide low latency, and operate in short-range and on small coin battery cells. It was first introduced

by Nokia in 2004 to connect small devices wirelessly. After some development in LEE under a project

named MIMOSA (for the use cases of WBAN and WPAN), LEE was announced publicly with the name

Wibree in 2006. BLE supports a data rate of 1 Mbps. To provide better latency for crucial WBAN

applications, BLE has the capability to employ few channels for pairing devices, and synchronization

can be done in milliseconds. Similar to Bluetooth, the BLE technology forms a star network [132].

A continuous data mode operation of BLE consumes similar energy as classical Bluetooth. The star

topology used in BLE offers mobility support for WBAN applications.

5.3. ZigBee/IEEE 802.15.4

ZigBee is another most widely used technology for WBAN applications. ZigBee supports variable

data rate ranging from 20 Kbps to 250 Kbps. It operates in 16 channels over 2.4 GHz ISM band (250

Kbps), in 10 channels over 915 MHz bands (40 Kbps), and in one channel over 868 MHz bands (20

Kbps) [133].
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ZigBee provides two modes for the multiple access procedure such as beacon mode and non-beacon

mode. In beacon-enabled mode, a superframe structure uses two phases of operation namely, active

and inactive phases. During the inactive phase, sensor nodes stay in low power mode to reduce en-

ergy consumption. The active phase consists of two parts: i) Contention Access Phase (CAP) and ii)

Contention Free Phase (CFP) [134]. In CAP, nodes compete to get access to data transmission using

a slotted CSMA/CA mechanism and in CFP, Guaranteed Time Slots (7 GTS) are assigned to specific

nodes to transmit data. This gives an opportunity to transmit emergency data during the GTS slots.

However, fixed number of GTS is not suitable for emergency data transfer in some WBAN applications.

According to researchers, the performance of IEEE 802.15.4 is not satisfactory for WBANs. It has been

pointed out that ZigBee can suffer from interference from other WLAN transmissions. Again, the max-

imum supported data rate is 250 Kbps, which are not sufficient for some real-time WBAN applications

or large-scale deployment of WBAN.

5.4. Ultra Wideband (UWB)

UWB technology is an attractive choice for using in WBAN because of the regulated low transmis-

sion power. The operating frequency band for UWB is 3.1-10.6 GHz, which is high. Although UWB

is supposed to have low transmission power, high operating frequency makes it to consume high power.

Therefore, designers experience difficulty in designing such UWB nodes. However, the possibility to

avoid high power consumption of an UWB receiver is to employ transmitter only networks for low

power networks like WBAN. In this case, only one transmitter is used to send data and monitor phys-

iological parameters of a patient’s body. A unique identification number of individual sensors assists

in distinguishing individual patients [135]. According to [134], UWB is an attractive choice for several

reasons. For example, for WBAN tracking in indoor environments, the UWB technology can provide

precise localization. It is also concerned with power absorption by human tissue, therefore regulates low

transmission power and a low transmission duty cycle.

5.5. IEEE 802.15.6

The popularity, demand, and effectiveness of a real-time healthcare monitoring system would revo-

lutionize future healthcare technology. IEEE 802 has established a task group named IEEE 802.15.6 for

the purpose of standardization of WBAN. The aim of the standard is to support low power communi-

cation for in/on body nodes to forward physiological data to the access point. Based on the standard,

WBAN is categorized in medical and non-medical applications. IEEE 802.15.6 defines physical layer

specifications and MAC layer specifications as well. A description of Physical and MAC layer are given

below.

PHY Layer Specification: The IEEE 802.15.6 standard supports three PHYs, i) Narrowband

(NB) PHY, ii) Ultra Wideband (UWB) PHY and iii) Human Body Communicatons (HBC) PHY. A

description of each PHY layer is as follows.

• NB PHY: The responsibility of NB PHY is to perform the following three tasks: i) activation

and deactivation of the radio transceiver, ii) Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) within the current
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Figure 6: IEEE 802.15.6 standard NB PPDU structure

channel, and iii) data transmission and reception. The Physical Layer Protocol Data Unit (PPDU)

consists of three parts: i) Physical Layer Convergence Protocol (PLCP) ii) the PLCP header and iii)

Physical Layer Service Data unit (PSDU). Figure 6 illustrates IEEE 802.15.6 NB PPDU structure.

Packet transmission is carried out in an orderly manner. The first component to be transmitted

is the PLCP preamble, then PLCP Header and finally PSDU. PSDU is pre-appended by PLCP

Preamble and PLCP header. PLCP preamble is used at the receiver to synchronize time and

offset recovery. The PLCP header is a transmitter with a given header data rate in the operating

frequency. The PSDU unit consists of a MAC header, a variable MAC frame body length (0-256

bytes) and frame check sequence. A WBAN compliant device should be able to support transmis-

sion and reception in at least one of the following frequency bands: 402-405 MHz, 420-450 MHz,

863-870 MHz, 902-928 MHz, 2360-2400 MHz, and 2400-2483.5 MHz. Modulation parameters are

different for different frequency bands of operation. Accoreding to the standard, modulation tech-

niques such as, Differential Binary Phase-shift Keying (DBPSK), Differential Quadrature Phase

Shift Keying (DQPSK) and Differential 8-Phase Shift Keying (D8PSK) are used in NB PHY.

However, in 420-450 MHz, Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) technique is used [136].

• UWB PHY: High band and Low band are the two frequency bands that are used in the UWB

PHY. Each of the bands is divided into channels of bandwidth 499.3 MHz. The low band comprises

of three channels of which channel 2 is considered as mandatory with the central frequency of 3993.6

MHz. The high band consists of eight channels, where the seventh channel is considered to be

mandatory with a central frequency of 7987.2 MHz. A WBAN device should be able to support

at least one of the mandatory channels [136].

The UWB PHY is expected to be robust when performing in WBANs and thereby implementation

in large scales. In addition, in UWB PHY, signal power levels are in the order of those used in

MICS band, which provide a harmless power level for the human body and low interference to
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Figure 8: IEEE 802.15.6 HBC PPDU Structure

other devices. Some other functionalities of the UWB PHY include:

– Activation and deactivation of the radio transceivers.

– The PPDU is constructed by Synchronization Header (SHR), Physical Layer Header (PHR)

and Physical Layer Service Data Unit (PSDU), respectively (as shown in Figure 7). The

PPDU bits are converted into RF signals for transmission in the wireless medium.

– The UWB PHY may provide clear channel assessment (CCA) indication to the MAC in order

to verify activity in the wireless medium.

• HBC PHY: Electric Field Communication (EFC) is used for human body communications for

PHY layer. It covers the entire communications for BANs, such as modulation, preamble/ Start

Frame Delimiter (SFD), and Packet structure. The structure of the PPDU includes PLCP pream-

ble, Start Frame Delimiter (SFD), PLCP Header and PHY Payload as shown in Figure 8.

The preamble and SFD are fixed in size. They are pre-generated and sent in advance of packet

header and payload. In order to ensure Packet Synchronization, the preamble sequence is trans-

mitted four times while SFD is sent only once. Once the receiver receives the packet, it catches

the beginning of the packet by identifying preamble sequence and then it finds the start of the

frame by detecting the SFD [136].
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MAC Layer Specification: To provide channel access, IEEE 802.15.6 working group defines Media

Access Control (MAC) layer on top of PHY layer. The coordinator or hub divides the entire channel

in a superframe structure, where time referenced resources are allocated. The hub chooses the beacon

period of equal length to bound superframes. The offset of the beacon period can be shifted by the hub.

Beacons are transmitted in each beacon period of active superframe unless prohibited by some MICS

band regulations [136]. According to the standard IEEE 802.15.6, hub has the responsibility to allow

one of the following three access modes:

1. Beacon Mode with Beacon Period Superframe Boundaries.

2. Non-Beacon Mode with Superframe Boundaries.

3. Non-Beacon Mode without Superframe Boundaries.

Beacon Mode with Beacon Period Superframe Boundaries: In this mode, beacons are

transmitted by the coordinator or hub in each beacon period except for inactive superframes. Hence,

for inactive superframes hub does not provide any access. Figure 9 illustrates the structure of the

superframe, which comprises of two Exclusive Access Phases (EAP1 and EAP2), two Random Access

Phases (RAP1 and RAP2), Type I/II access and Contention Access Phase (CAP).

B EAP1 RAP1 Type I/II EAP2 RAP2 Type I/II B CAP

Superframe

Figure 9: Beacon mode with Beacon Period superframe Boundaries

In the above figure, B stands for beacon. The hub has the control to set any of the access phases

to zero length. However, it allows to end RAP1 first when a guaranteed time is allocated for connected

nodes. EAP1 and EAP2 phases are used for emergency traffic. RAP and CAP are used for normal

traffic. In EAP, RAP and CAP phases, access is provided through CSMA/CA or slotted Aloha. Type

I/II access phase is also called Managed Access Phase (MAP). Type I/II access phases are used for both

uplink and downlink allocation intervals. In Type I/II access polling mechanism is used for resource

allocation.

Non-Beacon Mode with Superframe Boundaries: In this mode, beacon is not transmitted at

all. The whole duration of the superframe boundary includes either Type I or Type II access phase as

shown in the 10. In type I polling mechanism, allocation length is specified in terms of the duration

of time granted for transmission, whereas in type II polling mechanism, allocation length is specified in

terms of the number of frames granted for transmission.

Non-Beacon Mode without Superframe Boundaries: This mode allows unscheduled Type II

polling or posted allocations as shown in Figure 11. It is a non-reoccurring time interval that a hub

grants to itself using posting access for initiating a frame transaction.
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Type I/II Access

Superframe

Figure 10: Non-Beacon Mode with Superframe Boundaries

Type II Polled  
Allocation Interval 

(Uplink) 
Posted Allocation 

Intervale (Downlink) 
Type II Polled  

Allocation Interval 
(Uplink) 

Unscheduled
Type II Polling

Access
Unscheduled

Posting Access
Unscheduled
Type II Polling

Access

Figure 11: Non-Beacon Mode without Superframe Boundaries

5.6. Guidelines for WBAN Implementations

IEEE 802.15.6 approved some key requirements in order to implement WBAN. The requirements

are as follows [20, 36, 137] .

• The number of nodes in body area network should be scalable up to 256 nodes.

• WBAN link should be able to support bit rate between 10 Kbps and 10 Mbps.

• Packet Error Rate (PER) should be less than 10% for a 256 octet payload (256x8 bits of data) for

a majority (95%) of the best performing links based on PER (i.e., at a given signal-to-noise ratio

5% of channels that give the worst PER performance should not be used to determine whether

this PER guideline is met).

• Nodes should be able to be added or removed to/from the network within 3 seconds time.

• Nodes should be capable of reliably communicating with the network despite all sorts of movement

due to sitting, turning, twisting arms, running, waving arms and dancing with others which may

result in shadowing and channel fading.

• The maximum radiated transmission should not exceed 0 dBm or 1 mW. All devices should be

capable of transmitting at 0.1 mW (-10 dBm). This complies with the specific absorption-rate

(SAR) guideline of the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) of 1.6 W/kg in 1 g of body

tissue [138].

• Jitter, latency, and reliability should be supported for WBAN applications that require them.

Latency in medical application should be less than 125 ms, and 250 ms in non-medical applications.

Jitter should be less than 50 ms.
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• Power saving mechanisms should be followed when WBAN operates in power-constrained environ-

ments.

• In-body and on-body area networks should be capable of coexisting in and around the body.

• Coexistence with heterogeneous environment should be supported where networks of different

standards cooperate amongst each other to receive information.

• Some medical diagnoses might require high data rate. For instance, ECG monitoring might require

a UWB-based WBAN to support high data rates.

• WBAN must incorporate QoS management features to be self-healing and secure as well as allowing

priority services.

• The physical layer should support collocated operation of up to 10 randomly distributed body area

networks in a 6mx6mx6m volume.

6. Future Trends of Research in WBAN and Challenges

Researchers have continually tried to find optimal solution to the challenges of WBAN either by modi-

fying the existing solutions or incorporating new technologies. Management related complexities, vendor

dependencies, mobility, data privacy and security, energy efficiency, and traffic priority management are

some of the most crucial constraints of WBAN. As an approach of dealing with the challenges of WBAN,

two recent and attractive technologies are Software Defined Networking (SDN) and Blockchain. SDN

and Blockchain, both are making revolutionary changes by offering lucrative prospects in the domain of

IoT applications, especially in WBAN. On one hand, a centralized programmatic control system of SDN

solves the management related complexities and vendor dependencies, whilst decentralized distributed

ledger of blockchain creates an effective and secured data sharing platform. Furthermore, Energy Har-

vesting (EH) is another promising technology with self-sustainable energy sources for WBAN. In this

section, we highlight the benefits and challenges of incorporating SDN, Blockchain and EH in WBAN.

6.1. SDN based WBAN

In the recent years, software defined networking has received significant attention of both industry

and academia. SDN is a new networking paradigm, which separates the control plane form the data

plane. Decoupling control plane, from the data plane offers the operators to work with a centralized

control program instead of numerous, multi-vendor, network devices to implement their favorite policies

[139]. The control plane is a software-based controller and network devices become a simple packet

forwarding device (the data plane) which can be programmed via an open interface e.g., ForCES [140]

and OpenFlow [141]. A contrasting architecture of traditional network and SDN is given in [142] and

a three layered of SDN architecture is explained in [143]. In SDN, controller machine creates packet-

forwarding rules for any changes in network topology, connection initiated by end hosts, shifts in traffic

loads or messages from other controllers. Controller drives these rules towards programmable switches
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where necessary functionalities are implemented. This feature of SDN allows easier deployment of new

protocols and applications.

The theoretical concept of SDN is expected to reduce the complexity of network management whether

it is wired or wireless. When it comes to the implementation in WBAN, it offers flexibility and pro-

grammatic control over the network. Open standards such as Openflow, ForCes simplify the network

design and operations which diminishes the dependency on vendor specific instructions and protocols

as instructions and commands are provided from a controller [144]. Among the other benefits of SDN,

reserving bandwidth for delay sensitive application [26], secured patient monitoring technique through

tracking the patients locations [145], efficient and secured data delivery [31], use of centralized routing

algorithm to facilitate mobility [146], updating the routing table [147] and dynamically activation and

deactivation of sensors [26] to support energy efficiency are the most significant. To leverage the po-

tential benefits of SDN in WBAN, a SDN based WBAN architecture is proposed in [148]. However,

incorporating SDN in WBAN would experience few challenges. Some of the challenges we present here.

• WBAN Inherent Challenges: Many of the WBAN challenges are not yet adequately addressed.

Although SDN indicates promising insights of resolving many of the current challenges of WBAN.

Specially, SDN paradigm promises a huge reduction in energy consumption by the node. However,

the extent of this claim needs to be evaluated and quantified. The amount of processing needed in

proportion to the energy usage should be determined. In addition, application-based energy usage

must be figured out.

The aggregated sensed data is also paramount and needs closer research attention. In addition,

WBAN deals with heterogeneous applications, hence, data aggregation from the heterogeneous

application is also critical. This aggregation problem in heterogeneous WBAN needs to be explored.

The transmission of the data is also a major concern. It might not be pragmatic to have all sensors

transmitting their raw data to the controller as that will result in an excessive delay and congestion

in the network. In the design, having local controllers or some sink nodes could be used. However,

this needs to be tested to evaluate its efficiency.

• Implementation and Evaluation: The idea of having SDN into WBAN is very recent. However,

many researchers are proposing SDN for WBAN for to provide security and authentication services.

Still simulation and practical implementation need to be done. Some implementations have been

successful in applying OpenFlow standard in sensor nodes and serving it as SDN enabled switch for

data plane and controller communication. However, practical implementation is needed to provide

a clear indication of the progress made thus far. This would also usher in an opportunity to

evaluate issues such as QoS, reliability, packet loss, bandwidth, stability, efficiency, and scalability.

• Inter and Intra-Plane Communications: The communication between the control plane and

application plane is important for the overall structural security of the network. Hence, any

protocol considered needs to adequately address the security concerns. On the other hand, com-

munication between the controller and the infrastructure devices, the southbound API, is also
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particularly important because it is the enabler of the transition from the high resourced control

plane to the low resourced data plane. This transition presents an open research problem to be

explored.

• Standardization: There is no standardized protocol available the SDWBAN. Researchers from

all around the world are proposingmany general frameworks. However, the The lack of standard

could derail the development and further exacerbate the issue of the dependent compatibility, which

the SDN model seeks to avoid. Therefore, there is an urgent need for SDWBAN standardization.

The lack of standardization would result in different incoherent and incompatible architectures

that may violate SDN’s principal of heterogeneity.

• Distributed Control System: In order to provide scalability, reliability and performance in

SDWBAN, an efficient distributed control system is needed. Distributed control solutions have

been proposed for SDN enterprise networks and SDN based smart grid solutions. But there is

none for SDWBAN. This necessitates the need to investigate a novel distributed control system

for SDWBAN without compromising any of the quality imperatives.

6.2. Blockchain Technology for WBAN

Blockchain technology has gained sincere attention of the researchers in the past few years. Although,

the technology was first used by Satoshi Nakamoto in a whitepaper [149] to explain the challenges of

ownership pertaining to digital currencies, many other projects in IoTs, especially healthcare services

started to use the concept of Blockchain to maintain security and privacy [150]. WBAN in medical

applications can be benefitted by employing the concept of Blockchain. Specially, management system

for the various parties such as, general practitioners, medical specialists, hospitals, and therapists , can

be supported when they need access to same information [151]. An US based startup, Gem Health Net-

work [152], utilized the Ethereum Blockchain Technology [153], that offers a structural platform to allow

businessmen, individuals and experts to have access to latest treatment information and also enables

the experts to track the past history of the patients. A real and proven example is the Estonian health-

care infrastructure which uses Guardtime Blockchain [154] to regain information on medical treatments

performed in Estonia.

Wearable WBAN sensors generate a large volume of data that are important of diagnostic process

and also useful resource for medical research. Storing and sharing personal data is an important task.

To facilitate secure data storage, a Swiss based startup invented healthbank Blockchain that offers an

individualized data trading platform to share the personal data for research purpose and even shared

data can be tracked with a timestamp [155]. One of the latest studies [156], introduced BlocHIE,

a blockchain based platform for health information exchange to store huge amount of data remotely

that will enhance the collaborations between clinical research enterprises. Although, the prospects of

blockchain for WBAN seems to be attractive, it comes with a variety of challenges. Some of the crucial

challenges of incorporating blockchain can be found in [157]. We briefly discuss some crucial aspects of

integrating blockchain in WBAN.
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• Mutual Trust and Agreement: It is highly important to have trust between the participating

entities such as, patients, health insurer, medical research team, and healthcare providers. Per-

mission to share and view the patient’s private is a must when it comes to further research of a

specific disease.

• Traffic Management: The diverse nature of WBAN traffic demands exclusive priority mecha-

nism to process normal monitoring data and emergency data. Emergency data need to be addressed

with first most priority basis so that emergency data experience the minimum amount of delay.

• QoS: As WBAN requires the delivery of data within a strict time frame in accordance with

the specific applications, when block verification takes place by the miners, it constitutes some

additional delays. And as the number of patients increase, computational complexity and load

enhances, which ultimately effects the overall QoS of the network.

• Data Controller: One of the properties of blockchain is immutability, which means resistance to

the modification of data. Device dysfunctions in WBAN might cause erroneous data recorded in

Electronic Health Record (EHR). Since modification of data is not possible in blockchain, finding

a data controller to deal with erroneous data is very challenging and yet to be resolved.

• Smart Contracts: Generating self-executable clauses for smart contract for different WBAN

applications, is very challenging. Because the model of the smart contract should be representable

and quantifiable.

6.3. Energy Harvesting in WBAN

Energy harvesting is another promising aspect to support energy efficiency of WBAN sensors. Al-

though there have been numerous effort of enhancing energy efficiency of tiny WBAN sesnors, EH is

now being considered as a prime mechanism of boosting energy efficiency. EH refers to the collection

of power from a limitless ambient sources and converting the power to operational electric energy [158].

The electric energy can be used to function the WBAN sensors when required. There can be multiple

sources of EH all around us including human body. We provide a brief introduction for various EH

techniques for WBAN that are being researched and investigated.

• Photovoltaic Energy Harvesting (PVEH): The mechanism of PVEH works based on the

received sunlight or lights from any other sources, which are absorbed in the cells made of semi-

conductor materials. The absorbed light generates electrons through p-n junction effect. Thus,

from generated electrons a voltage difference is created [159]. The output direct-current (DC) of

photovoltaic cell can be stored and used for WBAN sensors.

• Piezoelectric Energy Harvesting (PEH): Biomechanical energy sources such as kinetic energy

received from various internal and external motion of human body work as the inputs of PEH.

Biomechanical sources such as heartbeat, blood pressure, locomotion, breathing, footfalls, arm

motion etc. can be scavenged using various piezoelectric and mechanical generators [158].
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• Thermoelectric Energy Harvesting (TEH): This method extracts energy utilizing thermo-

electric generator from the temperature differences created by human body. Nowadays, this method

is gaining popularity for WBAN applications as human body is capable of creating a temperature

difference between a hot and cold surfaces of thermoelectric generator. This consistent temperature

difference can be converted into electric energy [160].

• RF Energy Harvesting (RFEH): Due to increased uses of Radio Frequency (RF) technologies,

there are abundance of RF sources which can be used as an input for RFEH and thereby powering

up WBAN sensors [161]. A power conversion circuit is employed to convert the available RF

radiations into electric energy. The effectiveness of this process depends on the availability of the

RF sources and the location.

Although various EH technologies offer lucrative insights towards improvement of energy efficiency

of WBAN sensors, the implementation of EH technology needs to deal with few challenges. We highlight

future issues and challenges of incorporating EH technology in WBAN.

• Power Allocation: As EH technology supports a mean of supplying scavenged electric energy

to WBAN sensors, it is crucial to measure the outage probability in the implementation scenario.

Therefore, extensive research require to be conducted in simulation environment for various WBAN

applications with fading channels. Furthermore, efficient power management among various mod-

ules such as utilization of extra energy, optimal data collection, routing decisions and avoidance of

overcharging are significant [158]. Consequently, a lot of research work should address the issues

of power allocation to ensure QoS requirements as per protocol and application.

• Availability of sources:: To enable the effect of EH, it is very significant to assess the feasibility of

the available sources for particular EH mechanism. For instance, ambient sources such as sunlight

or RF radiations might not be available always or it could be limited. To illustrate, photovoltaic

cells require direct contact of sunlight or in cases the RF radiation, the vicinity of the radiation

emitting source plays a vital role in producing electric energy. Hence, before implementation of

EH, the degree of the availability of sources must be assessed.

• Design Complexities: The physical design of the WBAN sensors become more challenging while

implementing EH technology for energy efficiency. Additional functionalities will make the sensor

design critical as complex circuits need to be integrated in the hardware. The integration results in

size and costs of implementation. Thus, integration level of EH technology is a critical parameter

to consider for various WBAN applications.

7. Conclusion

WBAN is an emerging field of research within the domain of healthcare. In this survey, a review of

current research in WBANs, recent literatures on different research challenges are provided. Some of the

key differences between WSN and WBAN are also pointed here. Several limitations of traditional WBAN
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architecture are elaborated. In this context, it is essential to understand the existing architectures and

limitations to address the challenges efficiently. This survey highlights the applications of WBAN in

both medical and non-medical fields. Furthermore, a taxonomy of medical and non-medical applications

is provided with appropriate references. A comprehensive study on different candidate technologies for

WBAN is also carried out, where characteristics of candidate technologies are highlighted. This study

emphasizes on the implementation guidelines of WBAN based on the latest standard IEEE 802.15.6,

which will aid the future investigators, professionals and researchers. We believe that successful imple-

mentation of WBAN will certainly improve quality of life whether it is medical or non-medical aspect.

It will bring down the costs of hospitalization of patients and assist early detection of any abnormalities.

Finally, as new technologies like SDN, EH and blockchain are emerging, incorporating these technolo-

gies with WBAN will bring revolutionary changes in healthcare sector. It is expected that SDN and

blockchain will be able to solve most of the crucial challenges of WBAN.
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Table 3: Taxonomy of Medical Applications

Medical Applications Focus References

Cardiovascular Disease

(CVD)( MyHeart)

Self-managed Monitoring System

of CVD and Real-time Monitoring
[43], [44]

Heart Rate Monitoring Electrocardiogram (ECG), Heart Rate

(HR), Body Acceleration, Temperature

Sensors

[45], [46]

Real-time Monitoring and Analysis

of Human Health

Blood Pressure, Body Temperature,

ECG, Blood Flow

[47], [48]

Health Face
Web-based Remote Health

Monitioring
[49]

RehabSPOT Stroke and Physical Dysfunction [50]

Rehabilitation
Improve Rehabilitation and

Assisting in Mobility
[51]

Comfortable Health

Monitoring for New

Born (Smart Jacket)

ECG [52]

Kids Health Monitoring System

( KiMS)
Temperature and Pulse Rate Sensor [53]

Rehabilitation and Recovery Moni-

toring

Rehabilitation Exercise Monitoring [54]

IMPAIRED Low Back Pain [55]

HipGuard Leg and Hip Position Rotation [56]

Real-time Activity Monitoring Exercise Monitoring for patients with

motor impairment

[57]

Fall Detection
Posture of Humans

especially elderly people
[58], [59], [60]

Abnormal Condition Detection Sys-

tem

Monitors sitting, walking,

lying and falling
[61]

Neurodegenerative Parkinson [62]

BASUMA Health Monitoring (ECG, Reactive Oxy-

gen Sensor, SpO2 sensor, Spirometer)

[63]

MobiHealth Ambulatory Patient Monitoring (ECG) [64]

AID-N Emergency Response of Blood Pulse,

ECG

[65]

MAHS Sprirometer, Pressure, Temperature,

Pulse

[66]

Code Blue Motion, Pulse , Oximeter [67]

LifeMinder
ECG, Thermometer, SpO2,

Galvanic Skin Response
[68]

ASNET
Remote Monitoring (Temperature

and Blood Pressure)
[69]

Ayushman
EKG, Blood Pressure, Oximeter,

Gyroscopic Sensor
[70]

SMART ECG, SPO2 [71]

Biofeedback Controlling Emotion such as Stress [72]

Assisted Living Disable People [73]
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Table 4: Taxonomy of Non-Medical Applications

Non-Medical Applications Focus References

Golf Training Wearable sensors used to monitor qual-

ity of movements

[74]

Soccer Player Monitoring Routing techniques to monitor soccer

player’s movement

[75]

THE-FAME Muscle fatigue through sensing accu-

mulation of lactic acid

[76]

Fitness Monitoring Improvement in user’s quality of life [46]

Physical State Monitoring Identifying exhausted player [77]

Performance of Marathon Athlete Real-time data collection in dense dy-

namic environment

[78]

Biometrics User authentication [79]

Sweat pH Analysis Textile-based sensor [80]

Indoor Positioning System Assists visually impaired person to de-

termine objects

[81]

DynaMo Mobility pattern of players [82]

Baseball Game Calculates force, torque during base-

ball game

[83]

Precision Analysis of Dart Game Measurement of speed, acceleration

and timing.

[84]

Cyclist performance Analysis Motion sensors used for monitoring

lower limb kinematics

[85]

Project ProeTEX Sensor based garments for activity

monitoring of fire fighters

[86]

Soldiers Activity Monitoring Estimates the impact of blast and ef-

fects on soldier

[87]

Management of Notification Intelligent notification tool [88]

Serious Gaming Detects stress level and improve effec-

tiveness of games

[89]
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Table 6: Characteristics of Wireless Technologies Used in WBAN

Technology
Operating

Frequency
Data Rate Coverage Network Topology

Bluetooth V.1 802.15.1 2.4 GHz ISM 780 Kbps
10-150 m

(on-body only)
star

Bluetooth V.2 +

Enhanced Data Rate

(EDR)

2.4 GHz ISM 3 Mbps
10-100 m

(on-body only)
star

Bluetooth V.3+

High Speed (HS)
2.4 GHz ISM & 5 GHz 3-24 Mbps

10 m

(on-body only)
star

Bluetooth V.3+

Low End Extension

(LEE)

2.4 GHz ISM 1 Mbps
10 m

(on-body only)
star

RFID (ISO/IEC 18000-6) 860-960 MHz 10-100 Kbps 1-100m Peer-to-Peer

Ultra Wideband (UWB) 3.1-10.6 GHz 110-480 Mbps
5-10 m

(on-body only)
star

ZigBee (IEEE 802.15.4)
868 MHz, 915 MHz,

2.4 GHz ISM
20, 40, 250 Kbps

10-100 m

(on-body only)

star, mesh,

cluster tree

Near Field Communica-

tion (NFC)

13.56 MHz 106, 212, 424 Kbps Up to 20 cm Peer-to-Peer

ANT 2.4 GHz ISM 1 Mbps
30 m

(on-body only)
star, mesh, peer-to-

peer, tree

Sensium 868 MHz, 915 MHz 50 Kbps
1-5 m

(on-body only)
star

Zarlink(ZL 70101)
402-405 MHz,

433-434 MHz
200-800 Kbps

2 m

(in-body only)
Peer-to-Peer

RuBee (IEEE 1902.1) 131 KHz 9.6 Kbps 30 m Peer-to-Peer

Z-wave 900 MHz ISM 9.6 Kbps 30 m Mesh
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